Above and Beyond

Stainless Steel
Care & Maintenance

Cleaning and maintaining your Stainless Steel Security Door.
Security doors and screens are extremely strong, resilient and are built to last, in order for them to stay that way security
doors need to be regularly maintained like any other part of your home.
Regular Cleaning guide:
1. Firstly, use a soft non-abrasive brush or duster to remove dust or any other loose particles from the door, this will
make it a lot easier to clean and will avoid any scratches been made to the surface of the door while cleaning.
2. Fill up a bucket with warm water and mix with Screengaurd Powawash Concentrate at a ratio of 25ml per litre. If you
haven’t purchased Powawash with your door you can order one online with us. But if you just want to get it done,
any mild detergent or car wash & wax can also be used.
3. Dip a rag or cloth into the bucket and ring it out lightly until it is well soaked but not dripping. For the best results, we
highly recommend using a microfiber cloth or a cleaning glove.
4. Wipe the mesh in quick swift actions from all different angles to get the dirt and dust out of all sides of the holes, do
this from both sides of the mesh, only then clean the surrounding frame - avoid as much as you can any moisture
getting in or collecting around the lock body mechanism.
5. Once the door is clean, wipe it down again with a new cloth soaked and ringed in clean fresh water, this will remove
any dirt trapped in the moisture and avoid any marks left by the detergent drying up on the surface of the frame.
6. For a shiny and spotless look, finish it off with a good wipe down using a dry microfiber cloth.

Please note below schedule of cleaning (at a minimum) depending on your proximity to the ocean:
Mild environment
More than 10km from beachfront or sheltered bay. Clean every 6 months
Moderate environment
1km to 10km from beachfront or sheltered bay. Clean every 2 to 3 months
Marine environment
500m to 1km from beachfront or 100m to 1km from sheltered bay. Clean every 2 to 4 weeks
Severe Marine
Within 500m of beachfront or within 100m of sheltered bay. Clean every 1 to 2 weeks

PowaWash
Regular maintenance with PowaWash is required to comply with your Kestrel 10 year warranty. Mix 3 caps (25ml) per litre
of water. It is recommended you use warm water and Powawash to clean your screen and then rinse with water.
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